Never have a false sense of security.™

Get a thorough penetration test to identify the root causes of your vulnerabilities, determine remediation steps, and prevent future data breaches.
Overview

A SecurityMetrics Penetration Test is the guidance you need to anticipate how threat actors would infiltrate your environment. A pentest can help you understand your vulnerabilities before a breach, so you can secure your environment and feel confident in your security efforts.

Know Your Vulnerabilities Before A Hacker Does

SecurityMetrics penetration testers identify your vulnerabilities, to help you minimize risk and protect your organization against the most current threat actor hacking methodologies.

A SecurityMetrics pentest can help you avoid lawsuits or regulatory fines, protect your brand image from negative publicity associated with a breach all while discovering the root cause of your vulnerabilities. Your penetration test will be system-friendly, so you can keep your organization up and running in the meantime.

Get Expert Advice From Accredited Assessors

SecurityMetrics penetration testing assessors have certifications in Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), OffSec Certified Professional (OSCP), Burp Suite Certified Practitioner (BSCP), and Practical Network Penetration Tester (PNPT).
Learn What Actions To Take To Get Secure

SecurityMetrics analysts leverage their collective experience with the newest attack methodologies to analyze and evaluate your network and application security. Internal and external penetration testing includes these steps:

1. **Scheduling and Test Preparation**
   During this phase, you will experience a pre-engagement conference call covering your pentest needs, the scope of your pen test, and your pentest date. Closer to your pen test date, you will receive a questionnaire that collects the needed information for the penetration test. You will then work with your assigned pentest project manager to ensure your organization is prepared for the test so you won’t experience any downtime.

2. **Automated/Manual Testing**
   SecurityMetrics Pen Testers then attempt to find and exploit your vulnerabilities by using industry-standard methodologies such as target profiling and enumeration, automated testing, service research, and application analysis. SecurityMetrics Pen Testers document everything they find, simplifying remediation.

3. **Reporting and Remediation**
   Within 5 business days of completing your pentest, you will receive your threat report that includes a narrative of the pen test findings. Once you have analyzed your report, you can work on the remediation guidance included in your report to patch any weaknesses.

4. **Retesting**
   Once you’ve finished your first remediation phase, a pen test analyst will schedule a retest of your system, checking for proper patching. Unlike many other pen testing firms, SecurityMetrics pen testing includes retesting in your initial quote.
Feel Confident In Your Security

A SecurityMetrics pentest can help you discover how secure your environment is, giving you peace-of-mind that you’ve taken steps to protect your sensitive data. You will benefit from the following:

- **Educated Security Insights** – Learn throughout engagement how to duplicate and remediate your vulnerabilities, improve your coding practices, and prevent additional vulnerabilities.

- **Access to a Full-Service Vendor** – Gain a comprehensive solution to your compliance and data security needs by partnering with experts in PCI and HIPAA compliance assessments, forensic incident response, vulnerability scanning, penetration testing, card data discovery, Shopping Cart Monitor and Inspect, security assessments, training, and consulting.

- **Accurate and Understandable Results** – Receive facts on every aspect of your penetration test through detailed reports that are easily understood by both engineers and business managers.

- **A Single Point of Contact** – Communicate with a single point of contact for your assessment who keeps communication lines open and eliminates confusion.

- **Fair Pricing** – Enjoy simple and straightforward pricing with a single bid that doesn’t change.

- **Follow-up Tests** – Take advantage of unlimited retesting to help ensure proper remediation.

- **Responsive Support** – Experience quick responses to questions and requests from easy-to-reach project managers.

Need a Pen Test? Speak to Sales Now. Get Started
About SecurityMetrics

We secure peace of mind for organizations that handle sensitive data. We hold our tools, training, and support to a higher, more thorough standard of performance and service.

We are a PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Certified Forensic Investigator (PFI), and Managed Security provider with over 20 years of data security experience. From local shops to some of the world’s largest brands, we help all businesses achieve data security through managed services and compliance mandates (PCI, HIPAA, HITRUST, GDPR). We have tested over 1 million systems for data security and compliance.

Need a Penetration Test?

Request Quote